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Pulse: The Web-App

Pulse: The Messages

Usage stats include only inactive treatment participants who have already completed the full 6-week intervention period (n=384 for full sample; n=321 for those who ever logged into app).

These stats include only inactive treatment participants who have already completed the full
6-week intervention period (n=384).
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58%
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usage rates

[The text messages] definitely made me think
“I haven’t looked at that, I should do that!” I
go to school and I go to work, so I would have
probably accidentally forgotten.”
-Pulse user, 19

52% Know your body

I think it [helps young people]
understand it’s okay to talk about it and
ask questions. And to make young
people understand [there are] resources
on sexual health—because some people
don’t have teachers or friends to go to.
-Pulse user, 19
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States with most participants by race/ethnicity
Non-Hispanic Black
Hispanic/Latinx
Other

84%

Make a plan 47%

13%

21%

It did make me think twice about my form of
birth control. It made me interested in the IUD
because it’s cost-efficient and very protected.
I just switched to pills, but I’m interested in
that method.
-Pulse user, 19

If I had a friend who was dealing with
a pregnancy scare or wanted to know
more about birth control—I would tell
them to check it out. I think it could
apply to anyone my age.
-Pulse user, 19
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Get personal 60%
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0-5 Reminder messages

I feel like sexual health is relevant to
my life, and especially since I started
college this year. I also think it was
important in dispelling myths about
sexual health.”
-Pulse user, 19

Remind users to log into Pulse and
browse activities
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Highlight specific activities of Pulse

Get savvy 48%

45% Take action
Control app

I really liked those [videos] because I
felt like someone was speaking to you and
it felt more real; not like a commercial or
something you would see on social media.
-Pulse user, 19
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I really thought the videos with the doctors
was great [sic] because it was really accurate. I
also thought it was cool that there was a
section in the app where you could find clinics
near you.
-Pulse user, 19

Educational messages

Administrative messages
Alert users of upcoming surveys and provide
research study updates and technical support
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